Prep work began in September and construction will begin in November. Work is expected to be complete in Fall 2020.

During construction:
• Cole and Victory will be one lane in each direction.
• Left turns onto Victory Road will be restricted.
• Some night work is to be expected with the intersection work.

Construction work can be unpredictable and schedules are subject to change.

Phase 1

November 2019 - Spring 2020

Travel
• Use south side of Victory and east side of Cole.

Work Includes
• Construct a temporary bypass around the bridge at Five Mile Creek to keep traffic moving.
• Build the north side of Victory and west side of Cole.
• Temporary paving on west side of Cole.
• Utility relocations

Phase 2

Spring - Fall 2020

Travel
• Use north side of Victory and west side of Cole.

Work Includes
• Build the south side of Victory and east side of Cole.
• Construct medians
• Activate traffic signals
• Utility relocations